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About This Content

Decommissioned during the Cold War, a dormant weapons research base has been breached, unleashing a mysterious affliction
into the Siberian wilderness that transforms men into blood-thirsty, mindless killers. Lara must overcome increasingly dangerous
waves of these infected adversaries while scavenging their equipment and crafting additional gear on the fly, in kill or be killed

survival-combat.

Fight for your life against new enemies and complete new challenges, while discovering a way to stop or perhaps even reverse
this impending catastrophe. Includes the Ushanka outfit, which reduces Lara’s damage from melee attacks, the devastating

Voidhammer shotgun, and the Cold Darkness Awakened Card Pack which includes over 15 new Expedition Cards.
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Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Tomb Raider
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 2GB or AMD HD7770 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I'm a fan of Rise of the Tomb Raider. I also enjoyed the DLC but for the first time on Steam I am going to have to give a game
a not recommended. Now, that counts for this DLC as a standalone purchase - if you get the game as part of the Season Pass
then I would say it is worth playing. I would not pay \u00a37 for Cold Darkness Awakened on its own though...

The setting is pretty good, an old abandoned Soviet military\/industrial compound at night. Visuals and ambience are good as
with all the Rise stuff. The issue is the mechanic itself, namely ever-spawning enemies. You can shoot a thousand of these
things in the head and it won't matter because you cannot reduce numbers in the compound. That means you have to creep
everywhere which makes progress really tedious. Additionally the 'quiet' mechanic doesn't matter because at certain random
points all the enemeis will suddenly become aware of you anyway!

Devs infinite enemies that just pop out of nowhere are just lazy and should never be part of a modern game.. Repetitive, too
short, three boring puzzles about pulling levers and opening valves like seriously who wants to do that, terrible AI, no variety and
the story is not explained well at all, just a poor excuse to put zombies into the game. This should be free.. It's just a pitch black
"fight against zombies" mode. Really not what I was looking for in a Tomb Raider DLC. I really liked Baba Yaga, but this one...
nope.. Nowhere near Baba Yaga DLC with both content and idea, all cons are already stated in other reviews.
Not a new area for story map, but just a challenge mode map with very small quality, just a grindfest arena for players who like
to play the challenge modes, doesn't add anything new really except zombies and Lara has finally got a flashlight! , the area
seems a copy-paste trainyard from story map.
I got it with season pass, but cannot recommend it as a separate purchase, was expecting missions for story mode with new
locations to explore, this is just a mode activated from main menu as other challenge modes. I really really took my time with
this DLC! Finished it in 2hours! I wanted to EXPLORE and find things!
So, I rescued about 6 prisoners, found 5 documents to read to understand what has happened and so on!

I really loved the night + flashlight, but is WEIRD! In main game you don't have a flashlight..but here you do?!?! Oh, well...
While I like the setting and so on the freaking ZOMBIES keep on coming over and over again and basicaly disrupted my
exploring! You might think it adds to the "survival" aspect....WRONG! After 15 minutes it became tiresome and annoying!

DEAR DEVELOPERS! HORDE MODE IS NOT A TOMB RAIDER SPECIFIC THING! IT NEVER WAS AND NEVER
WILL BE!!!! EXPLORING + PUZZLE SOLVING WAS AND WILL BE!!!!

While I enjoyed it while I played it, I WILL NEVER GO BACK TO PLAY THIS DLC !!!
Endurance Mode was OK\/Good, but this is basically Tossing Lara in a Resident Evil type of setup and feels akward and
WRONG!

They should have focused this last DLC on STORY ( New region to explore IN THE MAIN GAME) or the likes + PUZZLES!
Instead we get a zombie horde mode...

I can't recommend this...Sorry, EVEN IF THE BASE GAME + BABA YAGA + ENDURANCE MODE DLCS are purely
awesome and A VERY GOOD and SOLID GAME!!!!

(This last DLC feels "out of picture" in the Tomb Raider Universe)
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Baba Yaga - Story mission
Endurance - Survival and exploration.
Cold Darkness Awakened - Three puzzles(?), and some zombies.

Boring, short, unworthy to replay.. In Cold Darkness Awakended Lara Croft has to infiltrate an old, abandoned soviet
installation where tests on a nervegas that turns soldiers into mindless, obedient killing machines without any pain or remorse
went horribly wrong. Now, after years of solitude, the facility begins to fall apart and is endangering to flood the surrounding
area with the toxic gas. Together with Nadja (who we know from the Baba Yaga DLC) Lara enters the facility to get the
situation under control.

Sounds interesting, right?

Well, sorry to dissappoint you, the overall package really is not.

Gameplay is identical to the base game: You run around, climb towers and buildings to find new gear and weapons in crates and
free the occasional prisoner - which has no impact on the outcome.

Enemies are basically blind and only react to sound which makes them more of an annoyance (also they are just zombies) and
the "puzzles" required for finishing the DLC are mindnumbingly easy.
Getting through this DLC might take you anywhere from 30 minutes to roughly 1 hour.

In case you got this DLC as a part of the Complete Edition of the game, feel free to check it out - just don't have very high
expectations.
For a standalone purchase 9,99\u20ac is just too much to ask - spend your money elsewhere (or wait for a deep, deep sale).. I
thought the reviews for Rise of the Tomb Raider's: Cold Darkness Awakened DLC were exaggerated but was sadly
disappointed. This is a tedious and boring slap in zombie mode only a zombie could love. I dread re-playing this to get
100% of the Steam achievements.. A wonderful DLC Pack in my opinion. It consists of a few puzzles, and a load of
zombies! Seriously, there are so many of these! You can choose whether you want to go stealthy and avoid them, or if
you want to go in guns blazing. There are a load of collectibes and materials to find throughout this DLC which you
can use to craft special bullets and regenerate your health. The good thing about this is that you can use up to 5 cards,
so regardless of what difficulty you choose, you can choose what weapons you want, what advantages or disavantages
you want to suit your need. If I would make a reccomendation of what guns to use if you have it in one of your cards, I
would choose the Assault Rifle (or another similar Automatic Weapon) and the Shotgun. Those weapons will should
help you in case you get a big swarm of zombies coming at you, and they don't subtract to your multiplier. The
gameplay is nice, but it's the same old stuff. Snow, trees, blocked off areas, buildings, and stuff like that. Nothing
really new other than the way the puzzles are executed and the zombies. The storyline is simple. You have to shutdown
three towers and then a Core Tower to stop the toxic matter from spreading to the rest of the valley. How long it takes
you to complete this adventure though is very hard to estimate. It took me about 80 Minutes, but I was also searching
around in other places and not just going to the towers right away. If you decide not to go site-seeing and go to the
towers, you could have this done in about 30 minutes. But if you decide to go site-seeing, it could take you hours! The
land is huge, and I didn't explore near all of it. There aren't really any bugs in this, except the same found in Rise
which isn't that many. Rise of the Tomb Raider isn't a buggy game but there are a few instances were Lara might do
something odd. So overall, this DLC Tomb is a great add-on! I have the Season Pass, and if you don't, the $10 price-tag
can be a bit much since this really isn't like another add-on to the story of Rise of the Tomb Raider. The Graphics are
good, the storyline while vague is nice for what this DLC has going for it, and the difficulty and puzzles are pretty well
made. The way the puzzles were executed were a little different than usual but I personally liked it. I reccomend this
DLC to anyone who liked Rise of the Tomb Raider, to people who like difficult gameplay, and to people who like vast
open worlds to search.. Tomb Raider With Zombies

We are dropped into an old Soviet installation which is infested with people who have long gone insane. This is Tomb
Raider's very own version of a zombie DLC - many games have received such extra content so it was only a matter of
time Lara faced the undead in the form of a DLC. The enemies are mainly specialised in melee combat - we have to be
careful with those holding a grenade and the ones with a big shield in front of them. Other than that the issue is only
with their numbers.
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Saving The Day By Puzzle Solving

While the Endurance mode focuses on survival Cold Darkness is more action-oriented. Also, as opposed to Endurance
here we have a map as we are given directions as to where we are supposed to go. The idea is to visit 3 different towers
and by solving the puzzles hidden there-in we can release the contaminating gas. Our task is, ultimately, to save people
(or to minimise exposure considering the already many affected individuals) instead of collecting artifacts.

Looting And Achievement Hunting

Similarly to Endurance completing Cold Darkness fast is a possibility. But by staying and carefully exploring we can
find documents that shed more light as to what really happened to this installation. Unlike Endurance Lara gains no
experience points here - we can look for weapons or rescue hostages who will eventually reward us with new abilities
(codices in Endurance). Weapons chests can also be found so that we can upgrade our existing assortment of weapons.

The card system, too, returns - we can make our job easier or more difficult depending on the bonus we'd like to
receive following the evaluation at the end of the stage. For some reason the DLC-related achievements are all
considered hidden but the story is kept to a minimum so I do not see their names as spoilers here.

Cold Darkness is a good DLC but alone it is simply too expensive. If you purchase the Season Pass it's worth giving
this one a try. I prefer Endurance to this one but I do believe CD can also give us some more hours with Lara just
before the next episode is released.
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